K-12 students took at least 1 virtual course

672,682 virtual enrollments were taken by K-12 students

67% of virtual enrollments occurred in the core subject areas

81% of virtual enrollments came from grades 9-12

121,900 K-12 students took at least 1 virtual course

68% of school districts reported at least one virtual enrollment

1,225 schools had virtual learners

57% of these schools had 100 or more virtual enrollments

98% of the enrollments

68% pass rate for schools with a general education emphasis

43% pass rate for schools with an alternative education emphasis

47% of virtual learners passed all their virtual courses

21% of virtual learners did not pass any of their virtual courses

OF THE 25,780 STUDENTS who did not pass any of their virtual courses

OVER 11,900 took and did not pass five or more virtual courses

OVER 3,200 took and did not pass 11 or more virtual courses

41% took only one or two courses

28% of schools had a schoolwide virtual pass rate of 90% to 100%

54% of virtual enrollments by type

59% Part-Time

52% Full-Time

46%

59% Students in Poverty

68% Students Not in Poverty

POVERTY RATES

Students Not in Poverty

Students in Poverty

68% 50%

59% 68%

52% pass rate for students taking 5+ virtual courses

76% pass rate for students taking 1-2 virtual courses

56% Statewide virtual pass rate
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